Water is one of the most prevalent chemicals on our planet, an integral part of both our environment and our existence as a species. Yet it is also rich in anomalous behaviors. Here we reveal that water is a novelyet ubiquitous-source for quantum correlated photon pairs at ambient conditions. The photon pairs are produced through Raman scattering, and the correlations arise from the shared quantum of a vibrational mode between the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering events. We confirm the nonclassical nature of the produced photon pairs by showing that the cross-correlation and autocorrelations of the signals violate a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality by over 5 orders of magnitude. The unprecedented degree of violating the inequality in pure water, as well as the well-defined polarization properties of the photon pairs, points to its usefulness in quantum information.
Water has numerous anomalous properties [1] . It blankets over 70% of Earth's surface [2] , and it is spread across the Universe, appearing in extrasolar planets [3] . We ourselves are more than 60% water [4] , and nearly 70% of the water consumption on our planet goes toward agriculture [2, 5] . Even the optical properties of this elementary liquid are surprisingly important, as water is a primary absorber of sunlight and thereby contributes to the stability of our climate [6] .
Among optical processes, Raman scattering is relevant in providing a vibrational fingerprint for chemicals, and it is especially interesting for generating quantum correlated photon pairs [7] [8] [9] . Compared to other sources of instantaneous photon pairs studied for quantum information and quantum computing, such as spontaneous parametric down-conversion [10] or spontaneous four-wave mixing [11, 12] , the Stokes-anti-Stokes (SAS) correlated Raman scattering shows promise as a write-read protocol for quantum memory [9, [13] [14] [15] . However, from all the materials already discovered as sources of the SAS correlated photons, including micromechanical devices, the degree of correlation has always been low compared to other sources of photon pairs, hindering the possibility of developing further applications from the SAS effect. Here we show that water at ambient conditions surpasses all the previous materials in SAS production purity by orders of magnitude, violating the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality by more than 5 orders of magnitude, which is unprecedented in quantum optics and materials science.
The correlations between the Stokes (S) and anti-Stokes (AS) photons arise from the fact that they share the same quantum of vibration: A laser pulse interacts with a water molecule to initiate a vibrational mode and generate a redshifted S photon; the same laser pulse then interacts with the newly created vibration to generate a blueshifted AS photon. We exploit the two main Raman features from liquid water to produce photon pairs in ambient conditions (see Fig. 1 ), specifically one Raman band at 1640 cm −1 (ν 2 symmetric bending mode) and one at 3400 cm −1 (comprising the symmetric ν 1 and antisymmetric ν 3 stretching modes, plus the combination 2ν 2 ) [16] . Both bands are capable of producing nonclassical photon pairs.
To prove that the S and AS photons we measure from water are indeed a temporally correlated quantum pair, we must examine a version of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that applies to the cross-correlations. For classical sources of light, the cross-correlation g 
AS;AS ð0Þ [18] . Classically, the cross-and autocorrelations can be written in terms of the instantaneous intensities of the fields, representing their statistical properties. A quantum treatment, however, requires quantizing the fields and writing the correlations in terms of the photon creation and annihilation operators [18, 19] . Since the quantum treatment is not bound by the above inequality, violating it indicates quantum behavior of the measured fields.
We measure the cross-correlation through a timecorrelated single-photon counting system. A 0.5 NA objective focuses the light of a pulsed excitation laser (pulse duration 200 fs and wavelength 633 nm) into a sample container filled with distilled liquid water, with an average [13] . A notch filter blocks the excitation light, and a pinhole blocks unwanted background light. For cross-correlation measurements, a dichroic beam splitter separates the S and AS beams, sending them to separate single-photon counting avalanche photodiodes (APDs). Bandpass filters in front of each APD block any remaining light (see the schematics for the experimental setup in Ref. [17] ), except for photoluminescence (PL) that overlaps with the Stokes Raman peak. PL photons do not contribute to our coincidence measurements, since they appear only in the Stokes spectral region [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The arrival times of the S and AS photons at the APDs are recorded by a time-correlated single-photon counting system, which creates a histogram of the coincidences. The procedure compares the arrival times (Δt) of the detected photons and thereby builds a histogram of coincidences [see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) and Ref. [17] ]. Because the lifetimes of the vibrational modes (0.9 ps for the bending mode and 260 fs for the stretching mode [20, 21] ) are much shorter than the repetition time between consecutive laser pulses (13.2 ns), all correlated photon pairs must arise from within the same pulse. Therefore, normalizing the histogram by the number of accidental coincidences (i.e., the number of counts at Δt ¼ 0 divided by the average of counts in the peaks at Δt ≠ 0) yields an experimental measure of g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ. The finite time resolution of the measurement is dominated by the APD timing jitter (∼50-100 ps for each APD), and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the counting peaks adds up to 0.3 ns. Evaluating the impact of the timing jitter on the measured value of the cross-correlation shows that its impact is negligible [17, 22] .
For the ν 2 symmetric bending mode at 1640 cm −1 , we measured cross-correlation values as high as g . For autocorrelation measurements, the dichroic is replaced by a 50∶50 beam splitter, and either the S or the AS bandpass filter is placed before the beam splitter. Inserting these values into the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that it is violated by 6 orders of magnitude, proving that the S and AS photons generated by water exhibit astonishing nonclassical correlations in arrival time.
The huge values of g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ measured in water are to be compared to measured values found in other materials, including the range g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ ¼ 5-33 measured in diamond (Refs. [13, 23] , and later in this work), the value of g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ ¼ 6 reported in a Si-based micromechanical cavity [15] , and the range g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ ¼ 2.3-20 measured in gases [8, 24, 25] , in which the atomic hyperfine structure is exploited rather than molecular vibrational levels [26] [27] [28] . These references discuss the possible implementation of quantum protocols based on the SAS phenomena, but, while accidental coincidences provide a significant yet surmountable contribution to the signal in all the previously measured systems, in water nearly every AS photon from the symmetric bending mode that reaches the detector comes from the SAS process, making accidental coincidences almost negligible. see the schematics). The spectrometer charge coupled device camera is not capable of distinguishing the AS signal from the readout noise in this 1h-accumulation spectrum. Intermolecular vibrations appear at lower frequencies [16] , and the peak at zero is leakage from laser through the notch filter (cuts from −200 up to þ400 cm −1 ). These unwanted signals are removed in the temporal correlation measurements by bandpass filters [17] . (b) Schematics explaining the production of correlated photons within the ν 2 mode. In the S process, at time t, an incident photon from the laser (ω laser ) is converted into a photon with smaller energy (ω S ), and the remaining energy is transferred to the molecule as a quantum of vibration. At time t 0 , another photon from the laser is converted into a photon with higher energy (ω AS ) in the AS process by absorbing the quantum of vibration. The time for the energy exchange between S and the AS processes is shown by Δt ¼ t 0 − t. (c) Histogram of measured Δt values from ν 2 . The corresponding cross-correlation function at zero delay is g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ ¼ 915, the highest value we achieved. The signal (peak at Δt ¼ 0) is 3 orders of magnitude higher than the background (peaks at Δt ≠ 0); see the inset [17] . . The diamond measurements were performed using the same experimental apparatus, using a 50 μm-thick high-purity diamond sample grown by chemical vapor deposition. Although the integrated area for the diamond Raman peak is about 90 times stronger than for water [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], the number of observed coincidences per second at Δt ¼ 0 is only 13.5 times higher for diamond, showing that photons of higher energies are more efficient in converting two laser photons into an SAS photon pair. However, the most striking result is the average value for coincidences in the peaks at Δt ≠ 0. In most cases in the literature, as well as for the diamond measurement shown in Fig. 2(c) , there is a considerable number of uncorrelated photon pairs, with the AS photon often originating from thermally generated vibrational modes. In water, this average value is very close to zero [see Fig. 2(d) ].
Reference [19] introduced a general quantum optical approach to describe the generation of correlated SAS pairs. The SAS effect scales with the inverse number of incident photons, but its efficiency is limited at a low photon fluency by the existence of thermal excitations that can also be used to generate uncorrelated AS photons [see Fig. 3(a) ]. This model allows us to investigate the role of different parameters, such as (i) the laser pulse duration, (ii) the pulse peak intensity, (iii) the vibrational mode lifetime, and (iv) the ratio between vibrational excitation energy E vibration ¼ ℏν and thermal energy k B T, which enters the model through the Bose-Einstein distribution n 0 [17] . We find that parameters (i)-(iii) have no noticeable impact on the correlation function [17] . Figure 3(b) shows the calculated g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ as a function of E vibration =k B T, indicating that parameter (iv) plays a major role in determining g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ. The predicted value for g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ in water shown in Fig. 3(b) is consistent with our experimental results. Recently, the SAS event has also been studied in a twodimensional resonator based on graphene [29] , where the C─C stretching frequency matches that of the ν 2 water mode, but hot luminescence produced too much background signal to permit a measure of g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ. The predicted value for g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ in diamond shown in Fig. 3(b) , however, is roughly one order of magnitude higher than the observed values. Within our theoretical framework, a temperature raise up to T ¼ 382 K would explain the observed g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ ¼ 33 in Fig. 2(c) . However, other decoherence channels not considered in the model, e.g., elastic vibrational mode scattering, would also reduce g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ. An important question is whether these photons can be used in entanglement experiments, where one of the most prominent forms is based on polarization selection [9, 30] . Therefore, we examine the polarization dependence of the Raman cross-correlation in water. We insert two polarizers, one in the AS path and one in the S path. When both polarizers are parallel to the excitation polarization [ Fig. 4(a) ], the cross-correlation exhibits superbunching Fig. 4(b) ]. When the AS polarizer is parallel to the excitation and the S polarizer is perpendicular [ Fig. 4(c) ], the correlation and coincidence rates drop precipitously [ Fig. 4(d) ]. This strongly suggests that the polarization of the AS photon is determined by the polarization of the emitted S photon, a condition for exploring entangled photons from water.
Additionally, we measured nonclassical correlations between the Stokes and anti-Stokes signals from the 3400 cm −1 Raman band of water. This mode is of particular interest in the study of many biological systems, because the molecular coordination and therefore the properties of the molecular vibrations in biological materials can change dramatically compared to the relatively free bulk molecules [31] . For example, recent research has detected the onset of breast cancer by examining the Raman signal from breast tissue cells: Healthy cells show no significant Raman signal from the 3400 cm −1 stretching mode, whereas cancerous cells do [32] [33] [34] . This difference is attributed to the interaction of the interfacial water molecules with small crevices and channels found in tissues. We measure the cross-and autocorrelations for the 3400 cm −1 stretching mode and find that the inequality is violated, with a measured cross-correlation of g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ over 20. When comparing the results from the two Raman bands in water, there are differences in vibrational mode frequencies, lifetimes, and Raman scattering cross sections [19, 35, 36] . However, the main aspect in the lower g ð2Þ S;AS ð0Þ at 3400 cm −1 is that this band does not come from a single vibrational mode but rather from a collection of modes, thus making the effect more complex, with uncertainty in specific mode contributions. Regardless, there are at least two distinct Raman processes in water that are each capable of producing nonclassical photon pairs, and the strength of these effects can be used as novel probes of biological systems, e.g., as detectors of cancerous cells.
The discovery of liquid water as a source of nonclassical photon pairs reveals new avenues for exploring fundamental questions of quantum optics as well as the potential of developing concrete sensing applications for quantum optics. The unparalleled degree of superbunching observed, combined with the chaotic nature of fluids at the molecular level, enables new questions to be studied, including the effect of phase transitions on the ability of a material to generate photon pairs. Yet water's importance in biology and chemistry makes this a discovery of interdisciplinary relevance. Water also acts as the representative example of liquids in general as sources of Raman correlated photons, suggesting that other liquids should be studied to determine new properties of the correlations, such as the effects of intermolecular interactions or the influence of contaminants within the solution. 
